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Section S1. Evaluation of the Homogeneity of the Impregnation 

Since the method we used to load PSi samples requires the sequential deposition of some liquid 
drops on their surface to achieve the desired loading, we might expect the formation of coffee-stain 
on the edge of the porous area. To evaluate it, we loaded a PSi sample and we cleaved it along the 
blue dotted lines sketched in Figure S1. 

 

Figure S1. Schematic of PSi internal and external areas. 

Then, we release the betacarotene (BCAR) in tetrahydrofuran (which is an excellent solvent for 
BCAR) separately for the external part (55% of the total area, orange area in Figure S1) and for the 
internal one (45% of the total area, yellow area in Figure S1). We estimate a negligible effect of the 
coffee stain since 52% of the BCAR was released from the external area and 48% from the internal 
one. 

Section S2. Pore Size Evaluation of the PSi-B from SEM Top View 

Since the branched shape of the pores of PSi-B sample, their diameter has been estimated from 
SEM top view. This method is slightly less accurate, than looking at the cross section, as it cannot 
detect the deviation from the average pore size that often affect the PSi superficial layer. Yet, the 
results obtained confirm that both PSi-A and PSi-B have similar pore size. 
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Figure S2. (a) SEM top view of the PSi surface without BCAR loaded, (b) histogram of the pore size 
statistic. The average pore size is 41 ± 7 nm (n = 336 pores). 
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